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From Charles Naku, 
RMF Project Coordinator for Uganda 
September 2008 
 

 
 

I left Tororo, Uganda on Friday the 29th August/2008, reaching Kampala late in the evening 
around 7:30 pm. I had thought of buying the clothes this very day in Kampala but reaching late 
could not allow me do the shopping, the shops were closed by the time I reached Kampala. 
Nevertheless, by 9:00am Saturday the 30th August I had already bought the clothes and was 
ready to go to Kiryadongo. I bought 4 bails of clothes at 250,000($153 US) each bail, making 
1,000,000 ($612 US) for the 4 bails at Kampala and transported to Kiryadongo. IRC (International 
Rescue Committee) official and newly elected Kenyan refugee leaders were waiting for me at the 
camp though I reached past 2:00 pm when they had over waited and had left. I met few camp 
leaders who welcomed me with excitement, gratitude and joy for the support RMF has given to 
the camp especially in education, psychosocial support, and community at large. In their meeting 
with me they expressed their gratitude to RMF, and shared challenges they live in including 
Limited drugs at the health centre, lack of uniforms of children, children going to school on empty 
stomach especially the nursery school children. Lucky are the Sudanese who are harvesting now 
that their children are able to go to school with something edible. In this regard of concern of the 
nursery kids, the Kenyan community are asking if RMF can support with 5,000($3.05 US) for 
each child as fee for breakfast for nursery kids. RMF is not only associated with Acupuncture but 
it is embraced as community support organization for the suffering Kenyan refugees. The 
donations RMF has given so far has promoted the Acupuncture practice. Acupuncture treatment 
is now known to everyone at the camp. 
 
 
 

                           .          
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Reaching Kiryadongo, I bought 36 boxes of soap with Dr. John that he had arranged at 
37,500($22.87 US) per box containing 25 bars of soap. 36 boxes costing 1,350,000($823 US). I 
carried the goods I collected at Nakurur, Kenya and gave them to Dr. John. We only removed the 
baseball caps, tooth brushes, and clothes for Mama Kevina. On my way back to Tororo, I bought 
the treated mosquito nets at 3,000,000($1836 US) from Kampala. We are still keeping the nets 
because most of the students went home for holidays until the 15th September. We will distribute 
the nets when the students return. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
The donations Real Medicine Foundation has been giving to the family of Kenyan refugees in 
Kiryadongo settlement has attracted the attention of the office of the prime minister, UNHCR 
(United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees), the local government of Masindi district, and 
IRC(International Rescue Committee), the organization directly involved in the implementation of 
refugee programs at the camp. Out of the good works of RMF to the refugees, this has called for 
maximum cooperation with the implementing agencies at the camp, that is why the office of the 
prime minister, UNHCR, and IRC have been longing to meet with Charles to express their 
gratitude and find out how much more RMF can still offer to the refugees. 
 
On 26/07/2008, there was official communication that IRC’s contract to support health 
and education was ended with no renewal and these sections were handed over to the 
government of Uganda. This means that these two institutions at the camp entirely 
depend on the government. Buying the drugs, paying the workers, paying teachers, and 
other necessary day to day needs of the school and health centre administration and 
operation is supposed to be met by the government of Uganda. Unfortunately, the 
government of Uganda has not yet made any contribution towards this. RMF’s  
support in health and education has lessened the burden the government of Uganda 
owes the refugees. This is why the office of the prime minister was grateful to RMF and 

Prior to the arrival of the bales of clothing provided by RMF, the Kenyan refugees only had 
one or two outfits per person and no soap. Maintaining personal hygiene was most difficult. 
The refugees wished to wash their clothing, but what would they wear while washing their 
clothes?  

                 - Beth Cole 

Beth Cole, Director of Team Whole Health and Uganda Country Director coordinated with Father 
John, a Kenyan minister residing in St. Petersburg, Florida. Father John agreed to transport 
medical supplies, clothing and toys to Kenya for RMF while he was traveling to Kenya providing 
relief. Charles met Father John in Nakurur, Kenya to collect the supplies and disperse them to 
the Kenyan refugees at Kiryadongo and the students at Mama Kevina Comprehensive Secondary 
School in Tororo, Uganda. The student population at Mama Kevina is mostly from Northern 
Uganda where the children have been affected by the ongoing wars, floods and HIV/AIDS. Many 
of the students' parents were slaughtered by rebels or killed by AIDS. 
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the team for the support. It is the duty of the office of the prime minister to lobby friends 
to support the refugees, and RMF is one of the first friends to the office of the prime 
minister in supporting the refugees. It is the duty of the government to ensure that there 
is medicine at the health centre at the camp but due to unavoidable challenges of the 
government most of the time the health centre at the camp runs without necessary drugs. 
The nurses are there to check on the conditions of the patients and recommend the 
rightful drugs but no drugs are in the stock. For those who have a little money they go to the 
trading centre at the clinic and buy, but for poor Kenyan refugees they suffer locally. 
 
The Sudanese are harvesting maize and beans, they have started selling part of the 
produce, so they can afford a living unlike the poor Kenyans whose beans have just 
started flowering. Therefore, Kenyans still need to be supported to settle like the 
Sudanese are settled now. If you look at the plantation of the Kenyan, they reached the 
camp past season time for planting to have good harvest. But since the place receives 
rain almost throughout the year, the Kenyans could not wait until the second season 
August-September planting but they had to plant past season. Kenyans planted their 
crops in June while Sudanese were weeding therefore, the first Kenyan harvest will be 
small and poor. 
 
RMF has much supported education and community welfare, if more can also be put into 
health because there are almost no drugs at the health centre, and people suffer from these 
top 27 diseases: 
1) diarrhea 
2) scabies 
3) fungal infection 
4) malnutrition 
5) dysentery 
6) P.U.D peptic ulcer disease 
7) Urinary tract infection 
8) Gonorrhea syphilis, candida 
9) Asthma 
10) Severe headache of unknown origin 
11) Anemia 
12) Epilepsy 
13) Helminthiasis 
14) Boils 
15) Severe stomachache 
16) Typhoid fever 
17) Fever of unknown origin 
18) Tuberculosis 
19) Mastitis infection of the breast 
20) Chickenpox 
21)Amoebiasis 
22) Allergic skin conditions 
23) Bronchitis 
24) Pneumonia 
25) Hypertension 
26) Otis media 
27) Pelvic inflammatory disease 
  
 
 
 
 
 
RMF paid school fees for the Kenyan refugee’s children who were in school at the 
time the fees were paid. The authority asked all Kenyan children to go to school and 
utilize the opportunity provided to them. All the registered Kenyan children by UNHCR 

In response RMF will travel back to Uganda December 2008 to provide acupuncture training for 
relief of the above conditions. RMF is currently seeking funds to provide the existing clinic with 
medicine.                                                  – Beth Cole 
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were asked to go to school. This increased the number of A level students by 2, and O 
level by 12. On top of this, as I had shared with you earlier on, there were two primary schools, 
one entirely dependent on government and the other dependent on parents. So the other 
dependent on the Ugandan Government were never paid anything so far. By the time we were 
paying to CANROM primary school, Kenyans were still negotiating with the government so that 
their children could study totally for free but the government asked the kids to pay 5,000($3.05 
US) that was what was agreed on. The school has 275 pupils therefore the fees are 
1,375,000($823 US). This is called Arnold memorial primary school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RMF is recognised very much by local authority and high authorities for the support you 
have given so far. Now that you are almost settling each child at school, the issue of 
uniforms has been raised. For primary pupils their complete uniforms are 15,000($9.15 
US) and secondary students uniforms are 20,000($12.20 US) for both girls and boys the 
same price. 
 

 
 
As I reported earlier, on 14 of July there was serious sensitization (a public 
awareness campaign – usually organized through camp leaders to present/discuss issues), 
thereafter, there was overflow of the clients that increased the number of acupuncture treatments. 
On the days of treatment, clients started demanding treatment from morning hours until evening. 
This overflow of the clients caused Dr. John to decide that 6 Acupuncturists would work per day, 
3 Acupuncturists were working from 9:00am to 1:00pm then they break for lunch and another 
team of 3 Acupuncturists work from 2:00pm to 5:30pm. With two treatment stations, 12 
Acupuncturists were treating per day. This happened for a period of two weeks from 1st August to 
15th August/2008. Within this period 8640 clients were served. When almost everyone was 
treated, they reduced the treating team to 3 Acupuncturist per day times 2 sites hence 6 
Acupuncturists per day.  Since Acupuncture is practiced in the school, there were inconveniences 
at school during class hours. In line with this, IRC asked RMF to provide furniture so that they can 
provide a temporary structure for the team for treating in one site. Then for the other site they can 
give one room at the health centre. This will ease the running of the Acupuncture at the camp. 
 
 
 
RMF with its donation is a pride of the Kenyan refugees and everyone likes associating 
with the RMF both the pupils, students being sponsored and the local people whose 
children are sponsored and more so the community beneficiaries of soap, beans, maize 
seeds, and clothes, etc being provided by RMF. In big memory, they have named one of 

Uganda has a British-based education system. 
 
O Level: The earlier of two standardized tests in a secondary school subject (from “Ordinary Level”). 
A Level: The later of two standardized tests in a secondary school subject, used as a qualification for 
entrance into a university (from “Advanced level”) 

RMF provided funding in October 2008 for patient seating as requested…Beth Cole 
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the nursery schools Beth Cole. 
 
RMF has changed the life of Jane. When I reached Jane’s tent, out of excitement and joy, 
she embraced me and called her children, gathered together, we had family prayer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Praying for RMF’s prosperity in its charity work, praying for Juda, Megan, and Beth. 
When Jane reached the Kiryadongo camp in May, she planted her 1kilogram of beans she 
had, now she is harvesting and that is the source for her children. She wished she had enough 
seeds and energy to put up a big garden, she would now have enough harvest for her family. 
Jane expresses her gratitude to RMF, the money she gets from RMF has enabled her to run the 
family, access her Tuberculosis drugs at the district since at the health Centre they have no 
drugs. Jane has TB (Tuberculosis) and AIDS, the drugs for these two diseases are supposed to 
be totally free, but at times there is shortage at the health centre. And if one begins to take these 
drugs he/she is not supposed to stop taking the drugs. But due to circumstances the patients go 
without. For HIV and AIDS drugs are very expensive 250,000($152 US) per month which Jane 
cannot access if there is shortage or delay by TASO (The AIDS Support Organization) to bring 
them but TB drugs are always there at the district hospitals. If there is any shortage of the TB 
drugs at the health centre at the camp, those with money transport themselves to the district 
hospital to continue with the medication but for HIV/AIDS they have to wait until it will be provided 
since it is very expensive buying. The day I left the camp that is Monday, I left when Jane was 
also going for her TB drugs at the district hospital Masindi. 
 
 

Jane fled to Uganda with her two daughters when post-election violence broke out in Kenya. 
They came to the Mulanda Transit Center in Tororo with just their clothes on their backs, 
nothing else. Not even shoes, like so many refugees they ran right out of their shoes. It is 
unknown if Jane’s husband is dead or alive. 
Jane is a poor AIDS patient. Without the luxury of a cell phone she will never know what 
happened to her husband. 
 
Everyday survival is a struggle for Jane, now a Kenyan refugee. In Dec 2007 her CD4 count 
was 245, it plummeted to 45 due to the stress of losing everything. Her oldest daughter, 
Naomi is 13 and was suffering from malaria when the RMF team met Jane and her family. The 
youngest daughter, Lucy is 10 and has been infected with HIV since birth. 
 
While at the Mulanda Transit Center Jane was admitted to the hospital for 2 weeks and was 
referred to psychiatric care due to depression. At the same time Jane was in the hospital 
Naomi was hospitalized for malaria. Both mother and daughter went 4 days without food 
because there was no family member to provide for them. 
 
During the hospital visit most of the family's belongings were stolen as there are no padlocks 
on the tent. Jane’s mattress was stolen so Save the Children provided her with a thin straw 
mat. Jane is afflicted with wasting syndrome and her bones grind into the hard ground every 
night preventing much needed restful sleep. Her cooking utensils were stolen so a neighbor 
lent her a pot. Real Medicine Foundation Whole Health Team provided Jane with a mattress 
and rice before leaving the refugee camp. 
                                                                - Beth Cole 
 

Megan and Beth provided acupuncture training for Post Traumatic Stress Disorder at the temporary 
refugee camp. They will be traveling to Kiryadongo to provide more training as mentioned above. 
Judah is Megan’s son, he travels to Uganda with the RMF team. 
 
Sadly Jane’s older daughter, Naomi contracted malaria again the beginning of October 2008. The 
malaria became severe at night. Jane took her daughter to the clinic but there was no medicine and 
no ambulance to take her to the main hospital. They thought they would take her by morning, but the 
next morning as they were getting a taxi Naomi died. 
 
RMF is seeking donations to stock the clinic at the Kiryadongo camp with medicine to eradicate future 
preventable deaths. 

-                                                                                       -     Beth Cole 
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     Jane, Naomi and Lucy                                               Naomi and Lucy      


